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Chapter 101 
Knowing that this process is dangerous, Wang Xuansizhi's heart is cold, and his back is full of cold sweat. 
He realizes that his mentality is still not calm and calm enough. The energy that triggered the blue 
crystal scales in the moment just now was not calm enough, so he could not control it well. 
 
"It's a fluke today, but it's impossible to be lucky again and again. You must find a way to control your 
mentality. The more dangerous it is, the more calm it is..." 
 
Wang Xuan warned himself silently in his heart, sensing the changes in his body, this time the growth 
was more severe than the previous three times, the strength of the body increased by at least two or 
three times, the new power surged out, and the whole body was filled with terrifying energy 
fluctuations inside and outside. , This energy seems to go straight to the tip of the hair, and even the 
hair on his body seems to be able to be freely controlled, the hearing, vision and sensing ability are 
greatly improved, the whole body is like a fluttering fairy, and it wants to fly away from the ground. This 
feeling is wonderful. to the extreme. 
 
At the same moment, a message appeared in my mind. 
 
"Name: Warcraft, Form: Adult, Ability: Strangulation, Arm of Warcraft, Split, Extension Limit: Five 
meters." 
 
"A new ability to comprehend, the arms of double monsters." 
 
Sensing this information, the new ability is being grasped and grasped. Wang Xuan's eyes are full of 
surprise and excitement. The fourth form after the sub-body is the adult form. The length of the metal 
tentacles has increased to five meters. The four abilities are even more powerful. 
 
When he put his hands together, he activated the newly grasped double beast arms. This ability needs 
to be used in conjunction with "split". 
 
The metal tentacles appeared along his right hand and divided into two parts. The two metal tentacles 
extended and twisted up along his right and left hands respectively. Soon his arms were wrapped and 
covered by a metal tentacle. The flesh and blood of both arms and The metal tentacles fused, and both 
arms became half-flesh, half-metal beast arms. 
 
Compared with the previous giant arms of monsters, these two arms have changed slightly, with metal 
lines on the surface, and the arms have grown to a length of about one meter, which is larger than the 
previous giant arms of monsters, whether it is speed, Strength or tenacity, both go further. 
 
Others saw that Wang Xuan's arms had turned into two giant arms of metallic color. The two giant arms 
hung down and were longer than the knees, like a gorilla. The half-metal, half-flesh arm must contain 
unimaginable terrifying power. 
 
Wang Xuan's hatching beast has grown again, which must be the result of growing up and acquiring new 
abilities. 



 
With the power of the clown king, killing it to obtain its scale energy, which can grow, is not surprising to 
everyone. 
 
Feeling the energy fluctuations contained in the giant arms of this pair of beasts, Wang Xuan let out a 
sigh of satisfaction, and then his arms returned to normal. 
 
Looking around, there were corpses all over the ground. At the moment when Yu Shanshan and Bai Yan 
died, the green light rope on their brains disappeared, and they fell to the ground motionless, not 
knowing whether they were alive or dead. 
 
Zhao Lei, Gu Manyao and the others came back to their senses and greeted them one after another. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the clown king again, his body was twisted into a mess of flesh by him. At this 
moment, there was a faint glow in the flesh, only the size of a fingernail. If it wasn't glowing, it would be 
easy to ignore. 
 
Wang Xuan's heart moved, and he picked it up. 
 
This thing is crystal clear, like a crystal, and it contains a mass of white light. He can feel the energy 
fluctuations hidden in it when he holds it in his hand. 
 
Brother Lu and Ma Dongcheng worked so hard to summon the Clown King. Is it really for this thing in the 
Clown King's body? 
 
The Eye of the Book opened, captured its data, and immediately a message appeared in his mind. 
 
"Name: Initial state powertrain, which can be used to activate the heart of the mechanical beast. It is 
the source of power for the mechanical beast. Only after the powertrain is installed, the mechanical 
beast can start." 
 
Sensing this information and looking at the crystal in his hand the size of a fingernail, Wang Xuan 
realized that this thing was a powertrain. I can't start it, I didn't expect to kill the clown king, so I can get 
this powertrain. 
 
Thinking of this, his heart moved, and he picked up the parchment that Ma Dongcheng had just thrown 
on the ground. The map of the southern district was drawn on it, and there was a detailed introduction 
to the method of summoning the Clown King. The last line was marked, click Kill the clown king, there is 
a certain probability to get the initial powertrain. 
 
"It turns out that they are here for this powertrain, do they also have the heart of mechanical beasts?" 
 
Immediately, he groped for the distorted corpse of Lu Ge. Although he found a bag, it only contained 
some crystal scales and a few tubes of intermediate nutrient solution, without the heart of a mechanical 
beast. Then he looked at Ma Dongcheng's corpse. Inside Jia took out a bag, except for the crystal scale 
sleep and nutrient solution, he really touched the heart of a mechanical beast. 
 



Wang Xuan immediately took out the heart of the mechanical beast he had obtained before. After 
careful comparison, the two hearts of mechanical beasts were slightly different. 
 
The heart of the mechanical beast that he obtained is slightly larger, and the heart of the mechanical 
beast obtained by Ma Dongcheng is a little slender. 
 
At this moment, everyone else was crowding around, but watching Wang Xuan's actions, they were all 
watching, showing curiosity, not daring to move, although they knew that there were corpses all over 
the place, especially the dead Lu Ge and Ma Dongcheng who had crystals on them. Scales and Tier 2 
equipment, but with Wang Xuan's terrifying act of killing the Clown King in an instant, who would dare 
to tamper with these weapons of war for the people who are still alive? 
 
"You gather the armor and crystal scales." 
 
Wang Xuan gave an order to Zhao Lei and the others. After receiving his order, Zhao Lei, Gu Manyao, 
and Zhang Haofei immediately began to collect the spoils. As for Cheng Aiguo, Meng Lian, Lu Weichao, 
and the seriously injured Shi Lei and the woman with the ponytail, they all just watched silently. . 
 
Everyone knew in their hearts that this trip to Wang Xuan and his party was too great. It can be said that 
they took over everything from Brother Lu and Ma Dongcheng, and even killed the Clown King. Wang 
Xuan should have broken through Asia. The body has grown to the fourth form, which is already a height 
that no one can reach at present. 
 
Looking at the two mechanical beast hearts and powertrains in Wang Xuan's hands, everyone is only 
curious to watch, most people don't know what they are. 
 
Wang Xuan put away the heart of the mechanical beast that originally belonged to Ma Dongcheng, and 
then opened the heart of the mechanical beast that he owned. The heart of the mechanical beast 
cracked open, revealing a crystal face list with six grooves on it. He put the initial powertrain in his hand 
into the slot in the center, and the two fit perfectly. 
 
He has always been curious about this mechanical beast. At this moment, as the powertrain was put in, 
there was a rattling sound, and a layer of white light appeared on the surface of the heart of the 
mechanical beast. Countless metal parts began to rotate. It was incredible. The scene of this appeared, 
the heart of the mechanical beast began to change and expand, and the metal parts expanded one by 
one, more and more, bigger and bigger. 
 
"What is this." As calm as Cheng Aiguo, he couldn't help but open his eyes wide, showing a surprised 
look. 
 
Others even opened their mouths, looking at the heart of this little mechanical beast, which soon 
swelled to the size of a washbasin and continued to stretch, and then metal hands and feet were 
propped out. The heart mutated and grew, turning into a metal dog, standing on all fours, about the size 
of an adult dog, shaking his head, and making the sound of metal machinery turning all over his body. 
 
"This is the mechanical beast? With the heart of the mechanical beast and the powertrain, can it be 
activated to form a mechanical dog?" 
 



Wang Xuan was also very curious, like looking at a toy, his face full of novelty. 
 
Gu Manyao didn't even pick up the crystal scales on the ground, so he walked over and said excitedly, 
"Can it move? It's amazing, and there is such a robot dog." 
 
Wang Xuan and the heart of this mechanical beast can resonate and sense. With the successful 
activation, he can directly drive it through the heart of the sensing mechanical beast. With a thought, he 
stretched out his right hand and said, "Go up!" 
 
Following his order, the mechanical dog's tail cocked up, shrank all over, and ejected violently. Every 
time it moved, there was the sound of the metal gear turning in its body, but its speed was very fast, 
almost not inferior. Running at full speed on a normal subbody. 
 
"Amazing..." Wang Xuan whispered to himself. Under his induction command, the mechanical dog 
rushed to the merry-go-round, which was more than 20 meters away, and jumped on one of the 
undamaged wooden horses. Its mouth was open, and there was metal inside. The fangs, biting into the 
Trojan horse, and tearing it again, pulled the Trojan horse off. 
 
"Put it down, come back." Wang Xuan ordered again, the mechanical dog let go of its mouth, turned 
around and ran back, and then stood firmly in front of Wang Xuan. 
 
Everyone looked at this scene all around, looking at the mechanical dog with novelty, and looking at 
Wang Xuan with envy. 
 
Having such an obedient mechanical dog is like having a sub-level helper. Of course, compared to the 
helper, the most interesting thing is the novelty. 
 
Wang Xuan sensed the six slots on the heart of the mechanical beast. Except for the powertrain in the 
center, the remaining five slots have their own uses. Each additional one can strengthen the mechanical 
beast. 
 
Zhang Haofei said: "This dog is fun, but unfortunately it's too small. If it was bigger, you could ride it, it 
would be majestic." 
 
Hearing Zhang Haofei's words, UU read www. uukanshu. com Wang Xuan's heart moved slightly, then 
smiled and said, "This thing is more like a pet, and it has little practical use." 
 
Hearing what he said, the mechanical dog seemed to be able to hear him. He immediately turned his 
head, raised his tail, and pointed his **** to Wang Xuan, as if expressing his dissatisfaction. 
 
Wang Xuan saw it in his eyes, and after a while, he smiled and said, "Does this little guy have a certain 
IQ?" 
 
As soon as this sentence came out, the mechanical dog actually nodded, as if to indicate that it 
understood Wang Xuan's words. 
 
When everyone saw this, they all opened their mouths and looked incredible. 
 



"Damn, is this really artificial intelligence? Is this a robot dog with an IQ?" Zhang Haofei cried out. 
 
Gu Manyao couldn't help but said, "Then what is it called, Wang Xuan, can we give it a name?" 
 
Wang Xuan could see that Gu Manyao couldn't put it down. He thought that he still had a heart of a 
mechanical beast. If he could get another powertrain, he could start a mechanical beast, but he didn't 
know if it was also a mechanical dog or something else. form. 
 
Chapter 102 
"Okay, you can give it a name." 
 
The mechanical dog seemed to really understand what Wang Xuan and Gu Manyao said, and 
immediately shook the mechanical tail, making a crisp sound, shaking his head at Gu Manyao, showing a 
pleasing appearance, as if hoping that Gu Manyao could give it a nice name. 
 
Gu Manyao was so amused by it that her heart melted, she couldn't help but wanted to touch it with her 
hands, with a serious look on her face, she thought about it and said, "It's so good, so you can call it a 
little one, okay?" 
 
Wang Xuan doesn't care about this, in his mind this is a machine with certain intelligence, it's not even a 
living body, and it doesn't matter what it is called, so he hummed and said, "Then it will be called 
Xiaojiao from now on. ." 
 
The mechanical dog grinned open, revealing two rows of metal teeth, just like a human grinning, but it 
doesn't make a sound, and looking at its reaction, it obviously likes the name Little Boy. 
 
Gu Manyao squatted down and reached out to touch its dog's head, but it felt like a cold metal machine, 
not as comfortable as a real dog, which reminded her of the poodle she had raised before. 
 
Now she's trapped here, unable to go home, and she doesn't know how much it will miss her. Her 
parents have always hated dogs. If she's gone, will they give the dog away or throw it away? 
 
Thinking of this, Gu Manyao became depressed. 
 
Wang Xuan remembered hearing from Gu Manyao that she had a pet dog. Seeing what she looked like 
now, he said, "Seeing that you like it quite a bit, I'll give it to you as a pet." 
 
Hearing Wang Xuan say that he is a pet for the second time, Xiaoguo raised his head in dissatisfaction, 
the metal gears all over his body made a turning sound, his tail was raised high, it seemed to prove that 
he was very useful, not just a pet. 
 
Wang Xuan saw that its body suddenly began to change, and immediately, a message from the heart of 
the mechanical beast poured out in his mind, and it turned out to be a request for him to accept the 
mechanical beast fusion. 
 
"Can this mechanical dog fit in with me?" 
 



Wang Xuan was slightly startled, accepted Xiaojiao's request with a hint of curiosity, followed Xiaojiao in 
front of him and jumped up, pounced on his chest, its body was scattered, the heart of the mechanical 
beast appeared from it, tightly It fitted to the center of his chest, fused with his goblin scales, and slowly 
entered his body. 
 
A piece of metal machinery extended around his chest, like a metal rib, bent from the front chest to the 
back, and then concentrated on the top of his shoulders on both sides, each forming a shrinking metal 
claw. 
 
This change caught everyone's attention. 
 
Wang Xuan felt that the heart of the mechanical beast merged with himself, and the energy of the initial 
powertrain inside was absorbed by himself, and the energy of the initial powertrain was equivalent to 
the energy he mastered. 
 
It's just that the energy of this initial powertrain is special, and it doesn't increase his strength, speed, 
and reaction ability. Its main function is to enhance his physical fitness and prolong his fighting time. 
 
If his human body is compared to a car, this initial powertrain is like giving him an extra tank of fuel. 
Although the overall performance of the car has not improved much, the car that could run 600 
kilometers is now directly doubled, becoming It can be more than 1,000 kilometers. 
 
As the hatching beast grows, the higher its form evolves, the stronger the ability it holds, and the more 
terrifying the energy it needs to consume. 
 
For example, he changed both arms into giant arms of monsters, and he needed to activate the ability of 
"split" and "double arms of monsters" at the same time. 
 
Although he has grown to a sub-body, his physical fitness has been greatly improved than before, but his 
physical fitness growth cannot keep up with the increase in loss. Fighting, you can quickly drain all your 
physical energy and become exhausted. 
 
With the powertrain in the initial state, it can provide him with a lot of energy for fighting, and he no 
longer has to worry that launching the giant arm of beast will quickly drain his physical energy, which is 
unimaginable for his improvement. 
 
At this moment, he understood that this mechanical beast is simply a treasure. No wonder Lu Ge and 
Ma Dongcheng, after obtaining the parchment, took great pains to come down here from above, 
wanting to hunt down the Clown King and seize the initial power. assembly. 
 
As for the metal claws above the shoulders on both sides, it is equivalent to two more offensive 
weapons, which can carry out short-range and long-range attacks. 
 
But for Wang Xuan, these are just icing on the cake, and nothing is better than nothing. With enough 
energy to support the explosion of the giant arm of the beast, he doesn't look down on the attack of 
these two metal claws at all. 
 



Suppressing the excitement in his heart and not showing it on his face, Wang Xuan lowered his head and 
reached out to touch the simple-looking metal ribs on the surface of the scales on his body, and then 
touched the metal claws on both shoulders, which reminded him of exoskeleton armor. 
 
"No wonder it is dissatisfied that I treat it as a pet. It turns out that the essence of this mechanical beast 
is a weapon used for fighting. Of course, the most important thing is the powertrain, which is too 
important to me." 
 
Wang Xuan understands that the essence of this mechanical beast is also a combat weapon, but 
compared with ordinary weapons such as swords, the mechanical beast is more humane and smarter. It 
should be created by a civilization with advanced technology. Combat weapons. 
 
With a thought, the metal ribs on the surface of the body spread out, and the heart of the mechanical 
beast reappeared from the scales on his chest. He stretched out his hand to grab it, and all the 
mechanical parts contracted and returned, turning into a metal heart again. 
 
Taking back the little girl, Wang Xuan put it back into the pocket on the left. 
 
"Wang Xuan, was this... a fusion or what?" Cheng Aiguo couldn't hide his surprise. 
 
Wang Xuan knows that everyone is watching, and there is no need to hide them. With the strength he 
has now, these people are no longer on the same level as him, and said: "This mechanical beast can 
combine with people to enhance defense, but it's a pity The only thing is that you can't increase your 
strength and you can't increase your speed." 
 
While talking, he shook his head, showing a look of regret, thinking that this mechanical beast can 
enhance physical strength, and the formed metal ribs can also improve defense. 
 
He is reluctant to say that the mechanical beast is too precious, although he is not afraid of these people 
in front of him, but there is no need to be ostentatious and attract too many people's jealousy. 
 
Hearing what Wang Xuan said, Cheng Aiguo snorted. Since he can't strengthen his strength, he just 
strengthens his defense, just like an extra piece of armor, so this mechanical beast is nothing unusual. 
 
Looking at Wang Xuan's appearance, it doesn't look like a lie, and with his strength, there is no need to 
lie, everyone is naturally convinced, and their curiosity and desire for this mechanical beast immediately 
faded a lot. 
 
At this moment, Zhao Lei, Zhang Haofei, Tie Jun, and Li Haotian have piled up today's harvest one after 
another. Brother Lu, Ma Dongcheng, Chen Chao, and Han Bingbing don't have many crystal scales on 
them, but they only have 45 crystal scales. 
 
"These four guys only have so many crystal scales on them. Then they promised at the beginning that 
they would give each of them twenty crystal scales. Isn't that just empty talk?" Zhang Haofei looked at 
the four people who had only so many crystals in total. Scales, with an incomprehensible face. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "Don't you understand? It is estimated that there are more than 200 scales on their 
bodies. They took out about 200 scales to recruit people. One person gave ten scales. After paying two 



hundred and ten scales, this is the rest. As for the promised scales, 20 per person after the event... Hey, 
they never thought about actually paying it." 
 
Tie Jun said slowly: "It's no wonder that the seven clowns appeared, they just sat and watched, I'm 
afraid they want to use these seven clowns to kill us all first, so that they not only don't need to pay a 
crystal scale, but after the matter is completed, they can also Get everyone's crystal scales." 
 
Zhao Lei said: "It's a pity that people are not as good as God, and they didn't even think that they would 
be killed." 
 
While talking, he shook his head. Although the four people in Ma Dongcheng did not have many crystal 
scales, there were quite a few crystal scales on the dead people. Everyone who came in with them got 
ten crystal scales, plus their own. There are more or less on the body, and the number of these crystal 
scales together exceeds four hundred. 
 
In addition to the 45 pieces of Ma Dongcheng's four people, a total of 472 pieces. 
 
With so many crystal scales stacked together, Cheng Aiguo, Shi Lei, and the woman with the ponytail's 
eyelids twitched. 
 
There are so many crystal scales, enough to cause a bloodbath, even brothers turn against each other, 
but with Wang Xuan here, no one dares to attack these crystal scales. 
 
Wang Xuan put away all these crystal scales, plus he originally owned 237 crystal scales, the number of 
crystal scales in his current Sumeru mustard space has reached an astonishing 709. 
 
In addition to the harvest of crystal scales, there are 12 bottles of intermediate nutrient solution and 13 
second-order ordinary armors that can be used. 
 
Brother Lu and Ma Dongcheng had a total of nine pieces of second-order equipment, of which Brother 
Lu alone had five pieces, and the three of Ma Dongcheng had four pieces of second-order equipment. 
 
It's just that the white python helmet and black rhino knee pads on Lu Ge were badly damaged and 
could no longer be used. The remaining ones that could be used were the black rhino armor, goblin 
gauntlets, and tiger claw boots. 
 
Ma Dongcheng, Chen Chao, and Han Bingbing's four second-order excellent equipment were not 
destroyed, they were tiger claw handguards, white python knee pads, black tiger helmet and blood cow 
boots. 
 
The seven pieces were all second-order high-quality armors, and Wang Xuan chose it first, taking off the 
rhino horn helmet on his head and putting on a black tiger helmet. 
 
Compared with the rhino horn helmet, the black tiger helmet has slightly stronger defense, and the 
hearing that can be improved has changed from 10% of the rhino horn helmet to 15%. 
 
Replaced the inferior gauntlets and replaced them with goblin gauntlets. 
 



The material of this goblin gauntlet is similar to that of goblin scales. The surface is covered with very 
beautiful green scales. Each gauntlet contains an energy spar. After wearing, activate these two energy 
spar, which can improve 15% Arm Strength. 
 
When he put on the goblin gauntlet, he suddenly found that the two energy spar in the gauntlet and the 
energy spar contained in the goblin scales on his body faintly resonated. The released energy is like a 
thread, merging with each other, and the energy of the three energy spar is slightly improved. 
 
At the same moment, a message appeared in his mind. 
 
"The attributes of the goblin suit are activated, the stamina recovery rate of goblin scales is increased to 
16%, and the strength of goblin gauntlets is increased to 16%." 
 
Sensing this information, Wang Xuan touched the green scales on the arm guard. He didn't expect that if 
he wore two identical suits, the energies of the energy spar would fuse with each other and activate the 
suit attributes. Additional abilities increased by 1%. 
 
Although the increase from 15% to 16%, the effect is not obvious, it can only be regarded as better than 
nothing, but it is better than no improvement. 
 
"Look at this, if you get a few more Goblin suits, the effect will be improved again." 
 
After that, he replaced the inferior knee pads with the second-order white python knee pads. 
 
The second-order excellent white python knee pads also contain special energy spar, which can increase 
the total physical energy by 15%. 
 
Now, just like Brother Lu before, he has a complete five-piece set of second-order sophisticated 
equipment. 
 
There are still four pieces of second-order excellent equipment, one for each of Zhao Lei, Gu Manyao, 
Tie Jun and Li Haotian. Zhang Haofei only got a heart-protecting iron armor before. This time, the four 
second-order excellent equipment will be distributed to Zhao Lei and Gu Manyao. , the second-order 
ordinary rhino horn helmet was given to Zhang Haofei. 
 
Gu Manyao chose tiger claw boots, Zhao Lei got blood cow boots, Tie Jun got black rhino armor, and Li 
Haotian got tiger claw handguards. 
 
Thirteen second-order ordinary armors, of which Gu Manyao and Zhao Lei each divided two pieces, and 
the remaining three duplicates were collected by Wang Xuan and prepared to be left to Bai Yan and Yu 
Shanshan. 
 
Everyone looked at Wang Xuan's allocation of equipment with envy, but they belonged to different 
teams, and Wang Xuan couldn't give them the second-tier equipment without any reason, and they also 
understood that they didn't have their share. 
 
Among the people in front of them, besides Wang Xuan, the strongest are Cheng Aiguo, Shi Lei, and the 
woman with a ponytail. All three of them have grown into the third form of sub-body state. 



 
Several people chatted with each other a few words, introduced each other, and made friends. Wang 
Xuan only knew that the name of the woman with two ponytails was He Mingli, and the short man next 
to Shi Lei was called Zhang Mingbo. 
 
Shi Lei's eight-member team, now only he and Zhang Mingbo are dead. He saw that Wang Xuan and his 
party have gained so much, and Wang Xuan's strength is even more unfathomable. They will definitely 
not suffer. Zhao Lei and Gu Manyao have hardly contributed. Now each of them has two more second-
order equipment and one second-order excellent equipment. Who among them is not jealous? 
 
It's just that although he has this idea, Shi Lei is hesitant. After all, once he joins, he has to obey Wang 
Xuan's orders, and he doesn't know if Wang Xuan will agree. If he doesn't agree, it will be embarrassing. 
 
Wang Xuan put away the seven clown masks abandoned on the ground and put them into the Xumi 
mustard space. Although he did not know what these masks were for, since the woman with the snow-
white long sword that day brought them into the room. There is always a reason for going up the 
elevator. 
 
At this moment, the gate to the outside of the playground has been silently opened. He Mingli has her 
own team. There were originally seven people, two died, and now she has five people, and she is the 
leader of this team. 
 
Although they only got one piece of Tier 2 equipment, they had joined Ma Dongcheng's team before, 
and each got ten crystal scales, which was considered a gain. He Mingli looked at Shi Lei and Zhang 
Mingbo, and suddenly said. : "Shi Lei, Zhang Mingbo, are you willing to join us?" 
 
Shi Lei was stunned for a moment, then looked at He Mingli, and after a little hesitation, nodded in 
agreement. 
 
Although Shi Lei had thought about joining Wang Xuan's team and understood that he might gain more 
benefits by joining, he also hoped that he would be the leader of the team and would not be subservient 
to others. Once he joined, he would have to obey Wang Xuan's orders. 
 
It would be different if he was willing to join He Mingli's team. He thought he was better than He Mingli, 
and sooner or later he could become the leader of this team. Even if he couldn't overpower He Mingli, 
he could become one of the two leaders of this team one. 
 
After two comparisons, he finally agreed to bring Zhang Mingbo to join He Mingli's team. 
 
He Mingli was very happy to see that he agreed. She added Shi Lei, and that was the two sub-body. 
From the current point of view, the strength of their team can be underestimated wherever they go. 
 
While everyone was talking, Meng Lian came to Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan, who were lying on the 
ground, and released her hatchling beast spirit. 
 
With the death of the Clown King, the green light and fur on the exposed brain surfaces of Bai Yan and 
Yu Shanshan disappeared, and the Clown King's power to control them disappeared, but they didn't 
know whether they were alive or dead, lying on the ground, motionless. 



 
Wang Xuan also checked their situation. The hatching beast has not been completely digested, but it has 
not recovered its vitality. The injury and the removed Tianling cover have not recovered. The two seem 
to be in a state of immortality and immortality. . 
 
Seeing that Meng Lian was willing to use the elves to help Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan, Wang Xuan thought 
of the scene where she took the initiative to help him that day, and he admired this seemingly kind and 
pure girl. 
 
Cheng Aiguo said: "Wang Xuan, I have an idea, I don't know if you are interested." 
 
As he spoke, he looked at Wang Xuan, He Mingli and Shi Lei. 
 
Wang Xuan was looking at Meng Lian and the elf she summoned. Hearing what he said, he turned his 
head and said, "Brother Cheng, what are your thoughts?" 
 
Cheng Aiguo said: "There are more and more people on this floor now, and when there are more 
people, there will inevitably be competition, and the four people like Ma Dongcheng are from the upper 
floor, I think the people on the upper floor must also be It's not just the four of them, since they can 
come down, others may come down too, which will put more pressure on us, and no one knows if we 
will encounter any more dangerous situations in the future." 
 
When Cheng Aiguo said this, everyone was thoughtful and felt that what he said made sense. 
 
He Mingli said, "Then what do you mean?" 
 
Cheng Aiguo said: "I have an immature idea that we can form an alliance, and we can act independently 
and not interfere with each other's team, but if we encounter any external danger or other difficulties, 
we can cooperate with each other. Help, after all, unity will bring great strength, as long as we can unite 
and our strength is strong enough, even if someone more powerful comes down next time, we have to 
be afraid of us for three points.” 
 
Shi Lei was the first to agree: "I agree, Brother Cheng, your idea is very good, so since we are allies and 
relatively independent, we can usually go our separate ways, and we can help each other when we 
encounter troubles, and we can also absorb others. The team, and even bringing everyone on this floor 
together, at this time, it is up to us to make the final decision.” 
 
He thought of this possibility, and his eyes filled with excitement. 
 
He originally had a desire for power, and wanted to unite everyone, he would be one of the few people 
at the highest level of power, and everyone else had to look at his face, which made him feel like a 
chicken blood, and his face was slightly excited. rose red. 
 
Seeing Shi Lei agreeing first, Cheng Aiguo looked at Wang Xuan. He understood that whether Wang Xuan 
agreed or not was the most important thing. 
 
If Wang Xuan does not agree, this so-called alliance is meaningless. 
 



Wang Xuan pondered slightly, then nodded in agreement. 
 
Seeing that he agreed, Cheng Aiguo smiled and said, "Okay, then we're done. Now let's finalize the 
details." 
 
After some discussion, the core members of the alliance were initially determined to be Wang Xuan, 
Cheng Aiguo, and He Mingli. 
 
Everyone talked for a while, and there was no detailed plan for this alliance. It can only be regarded as a 
preliminary idea, because no one can tell how the situation here will change in the future. 
 
Meng Lian used the spirit to rescue Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan, and her face gradually showed a tired 
look. 
 
Wang Xuan went to see Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan again. Yu Shanshan had broken his limbs before, and 
Bai Yan had also twisted his arms by him. It can be said that he was seriously injured. The injuries they 
suffered were healing at an alarming rate, and soon their broken bones were all connected, and the 
healing returned to normal, but the healing speed of their removed skulls was extremely slow. 
 
It seems that although the clown king is dead, the power left behind has not completely disappeared, 
and its residual energy is still eroding their brains. Now Meng Lian uses the spirit to heal them, but he is 
actually leaving behind with the clown king. strength is fighting. 
 
She sat down quickly, closed her eyes, and a lot of sweat dripped from her delicate 
forehead~www.mtlnovel.com~ She put her hands together, exerting the power of the elf to the 
extreme. 
 
The others quieted down. Seeing Meng Lian was struggling, a man following He Mingli suddenly came 
out and stretched out his right hand. A halo appeared in his right palm. On top of lotus head. 
 
The halo continued to rotate, and a light was sprinkled inside. Meng Lian was bathed in this light, and 
the original tired and labored look on her face was slightly relieved. 
 
He Mingli explained: "The hatchling beasts in Fang Linhan's hands are quite special. This is called a 
stamina halo, which can restore a person's stamina." 
 
After hearing this, everyone glanced at Fang Linhan, and understood that although this stamina halo was 
an auxiliary hatching beast, it was very useful. 
 
Wang Xuan has seen more and more types of hatching beasts, and now he is gradually getting used to 
all kinds of strange hatching beasts. He is no longer as surprised as Meng Lian's ability at first. 
 
With the support of Fang Linhan's physical aura, Meng Lian persisted for ten minutes, and the Tianling 
Gai lost by Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan was finally replaced. 
 
As Tianling Gai recovered, the two people who had been in a state of immortality woke up. 
 
Chapter 103 



Originally, Wang Xuan just reported the idea of a dead horse as a living horse doctor to save the two. He 
never thought that the two would survive. After all, they were turned into puppets and clowns by the 
clown king. They are no different from monsters. There is a high probability No way, I can't believe that 
Meng Lian has really been rescued now. 
 
Meng Lian put away the elf and let out a long sigh, then wiped the sweat from her forehead and showed 
a smile on her face. 
 
She was very happy that she could save the two of them. 
 
Gu Manyao was also very happy. She was moved by Yu Shanshan's feelings for Bai Yan. Women are 
inherently more emotional, which gave her a very good impression of Yu Shanshan. When she saw Yu 
Shanshan woke up, she immediately pulled her up. hands and said, "Shanshan, how are you now?" 
 
Yu Shanshan woke up, blinking, still a little dazed, she stretched out her hand to touch her head and felt 
a dull pain in her head. There were many scattered memory fragments in her mind, but they couldn't be 
connected. 
 
Bai Yan was even more confused. Although he woke up and sat up from the ground, he touched his 
head like Yu Shanshan and felt a headache. Apart from that, he couldn't remember anything. 
 
Seeing that Yu Shanshan didn't answer her, Gu Manyao hurriedly looked at Meng Lian and said, "Why 
are they like this?" 
 
Meng Lian said: "Although they are awake, their brains are damaged and it is difficult to fully recover, 
especially the memory part, they may forget a lot of things." 
 
Zhang Haofei couldn't help but said, "You mean they will become fools? What's the use of rescuing two 
fools? Isn't that two more burdens?" 
 
Gu Manyao turned back and glared at him fiercely and said, "Zhang Haofei, if you can't speak, shut up." 
 
At this moment, Yu Shanshan suddenly turned her face to look at Bai Yan who was beside her, with a 
happy expression on her face, and said, "Bai Yan." 
 
Seeing her calling out Bai Yan's name, Gu Manyao said happily, "Shanshan, do you remember?" 
 
Yu Shanshan looked at her, but she clearly showed a hint of fear. She withdrew the hand she was 
holding and retreated towards Bai Yan. 
 
"Bai Yan, who are they? Aren't we at school? How did we get to the playground?" Yu Shanshan looked 
around in amazement as she spoke, showing a look of astonishment. 
 
Hearing Yu Shanshan say this, everyone understood that she did not become a fool, she just forgot 
everyone and everything after entering Longmao Square. Her memory stayed in her student days, and 
now the only person she remembers is Bai Yan . 
 



Bai Yan stroked his head lightly, but ignored Yu Shanshan. He raised his head and suddenly said, "Wang 
Xuan, Zhao Lei...why are everyone here? Yes, I was attacked by the clown, what happened after that, 
what happened? Can't remember?" 
 
He touched his head as he spoke, a look of pain on his face. 
 
"I understand, I was attacked by the clown, and it was you who saved me." Bai Yan was obviously much 
more normal than Yu Shanshan, he quickly figured it out, looked at Yu Shanshan again and said, 
"Shanshan, what are you talking about? What are they? You don't know them?" 
 
"I... I don't remember." Yu Shanshan was a little scared and said, "What do you mean by being attacked 
by a clown?" 
 
Bai Yan frowned and said, "Yu Shanshan, please be normal. We just entered the playground and were 
attacked by the clown when we were about to leave. Don't you remember?" 
 
Gu Manyao sighed secretly and said, "Be quiet, I will tell you what happened, you will understand after 
listening." 
 
Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan both looked at her, and Gu Manyao briefly talked about how they were 
trapped in Longmao Square, got hatched beasts, and entered the playground. They were attacked by 
clowns and rescued by Meng Lian. 
 
"Because you injured your brain, you may have memory loss. Shanshan, your memory is still in your 
student days, and you have lost what happened after entering Longmao Square, so you don't remember 
us." 
 
Gu Manyao said so much mainly to explain it to Yu Shanshan. After hearing what she said, Yu Shanshan 
stretched out her right hand, and as she sensed the hatching beast in her right hand, a light mirror 
appeared. Yu Shanshan began to accept this statement and understood. I really lost the memory of this 
period of time because of the injury. 
 
"It seems that Yu Shanshan, although you have lost your memory for a while, but fortunately nothing 
else affects it, it's not a big problem." Zhao Lei let out a long sigh of relief. 
 
Wang Xuandao: "You are familiar with the use of hatching beasts. If there is anything you don't 
understand, you can directly ask Gu Manyao." 
 
Zhao Lei said with a smile: "Speaking of which, Bai Yan is lucky. He was injured earlier than Yu Shanshan, 
and his memory was not affected. He still remembers everything." 
 
Bai Yan listened silently, until now, before slowly saying: "I only remember what happened in this 
period, everything before... my mind is blank, there is nothing." 
 
He said this with a look of pain and confusion on his face. 
 



The belief that everyone can support up to now is to obtain the certificate of the king and find a way to 
escape from this building, but for Bai Yan now, he only has the memory of entering this building, not all 
the previous ones, and there is no reason to go out. . 
 
Everyone was stunned when they saw his appearance. 
 
Cheng Aiguo coughed lightly and said, "Wang Xuan, it's getting late, we have to go." 
 
They have spent too much time here. For those who enter this floor, almost everyone is working hard to 
hunt monsters, harvest the energy of white scales, and hope that the hatching beasts will grow stronger. 
If they wait too long, It is easy to be surpassed by others. 
 
Wang Xuan nodded at him. After that, He Mingli and Shi Lei also left, and Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan were 
also rescued. Although they both lost a lot of memory, these were not important to everyone, and they 
were not interested in staying any longer. Come down and continue watching. 
 
Soon there were only eight of them left. 
 
Seeing that He Mingli and Cheng Aiguo both walked out of the exit of the playground, Zhao Lei said: 
"Let's go too, we have been here for too long today, Bai Yan, don't worry, you don't remember the past, 
but Yu Shanshan will definitely remember what happened before you, just let her talk to you slowly, you 
can also tell her everything that happened after you entered Longmao Square, you will know it after you 
talk to each other." 
 
Gu Manyao said with relief: "Yes, Zhao Lei, you are smart, let's go too, don't think too much about it, 
let's go with us." 
 
As she spoke, she pulled Yu Shanshan up. Yu Shanshan was not so resistant to her now, and stood up 
obediently. 
 
Bai Yan nodded silently, Wang Xuan took out the remaining three second-order equipment from his 
pocket, and gave them to them. Yu Shanshan only chose one, and gave the other two to Bai Yan. 
 
"Let's go." 
 
Everyone also left the playground and entered the viewing channel. When they came out, they saw the 
waiting area of the movie theater. The ground was full of the bodies of goblin warriors and musket 
goblins. 
 
Between these corpses, seven people were resting. 
 
The seven people raised their heads when they saw Wang Xuan and his group walking out. Wang Xuan 
saw the seven people, but he knew four of them. 
 
The four people are Li Tao, Wen Wei, Tu Haimeng and Zhang positioning. 
 



Li Tao and his party of five entered the hall that day. Among them, Wang Hai offended the woman with 
the snow-white long sword and was killed by the woman with one sword. After that, the woman took 
the clown mask, walked into the elevator, and left here. 
 
Before, the four Li Tao were newcomers who had just entered the hall. Now, after a few days, they 
naturally became old people, and there were three more people in the team, becoming seven people. 
 
Wang Xuan saw that Li Tao and the others were equipped. Each of them had several second-order 
equipment purchased with crystal scales. Among them, Li Tao and Xu Haimeng also each had a second-
order excellent equipment obtained by hunting powerful monsters. 
 
It seems that these days, they have made great progress. 
 
"Wang Xuan?" Li Tao was sitting and resting, but when he suddenly saw Wang Xuan, his face was happy, 
and he immediately shouted and stood up. 
 
Just now Cheng Aiguo, He Mingli and other two people passed by. Li Tao sat and rested. They just 
looked at each other and didn't say hello, but when they saw Wang Xuan, Li Tao was still more 
enthusiastic. 
 
Especially when I saw a set of equipment in Wang Xuan's body, none of them were purchased from 
crystal scales. They should all be second-order excellent equipment obtained by fighting monsters. 
Looking at Zhao Lei, Gu Manyao and others, there are several second-order equipment on both sides. In 
the comparison of the team, from the point of view of equipment, Li Tao's seven people were somewhat 
compared. 
 
Li Tao and the others have been hunting monsters like crazy these days, and they have very little time to 
rest. They just want to catch up with Wang Xuan and others and surpass everyone here. They have a 
bigger dream, which is to chase the woman into the elevator and get there. Higher floors, looking for 
revenge on the woman. 
 
They think that they have worked hard enough, and they are afraid that even Wang Xuan and others will 
be overtaken by them, but they don't want to see Wang Xuan and others, and they will still be dwarfed 
by comparison. 
 
Although there was a gap in his heart, Li Tao still greeted him with a smile on his face. 
 
Before Wang Xuan could speak, Zhang Haofei snorted from his nostrils and said, "Li Tao, you were 
respectful when you saw us before, so why are you calling Wang Xuan's name directly? You can call 
Wang Xuan's name casually? Should it be called Brother Wang to understand?" 
 
Li Tao snorted, with an embarrassed look on his face. 
 
Zhang Haofei knew the mentality of these people too well. Li Tao stood up alone as soon as he saw it. 
Wen Wei, Xu Haimeng, and Zhang Zhuang didn't even stand up. mtlnovel.com~ I just don't care about 
myself and these people. It's completely different from the awe-stricken look on his face when he first 
came to the hall to see them. This made Zhang Haofei look very upset and couldn't help but speak 
sarcastically. Satire. 



 
Li Tao smiled awkwardly, he didn't expect Zhang Haofei to speak so directly. 
 
Seeing Li Tao being ridiculed, the three people in their team who didn't know Wang Xuan and them 
immediately stood up with a trace of anger on their faces. 
 
Although they could see that Wang Xuan's group of people were wearing not simple armor, they should 
not be easy to mess with, but one of the men still looked at Zhang Haofei with a hint of anger and said, 
"Everyone is equal here, we won't cause trouble, but also Don't be afraid, no one wants to bully us!" 
 
When Zhang Haofei heard this, he laughed and said, "What kind of thing are you, how dare you talk like 
that in front of us? What if we just want to bully you?" 
 
With Wang Xuan by his side, he really didn't pay attention to these people in front of him. He was 
joking. Even the four people who came down from above were killed by the clown king, but Wang Xuan 
was able to kill the clown king, whether it was Cheng Aiguo, He Mingli is still Shi Lei, although they both 
have the strength of the sub-body, but seeing Wang Xuan also has to be polite and respectful, what are 
these guys in front of you, especially Wen Wei and Xu Haimeng, the big thorns He didn't even bother to 
stand up while sitting there, which made Zhang Haofei very unhappy. 
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Zhang Haofei said these words very directly. Wen Wei, Xu Haimeng, and Zhang Zhiping all changed their 
faces slightly and stood up from the ground. The atmosphere between the two parties suddenly became 
tense. 
 
Wang Xuan frowned slightly. This Zhang Haofei seemed to be defending himself, but he was actually 
causing trouble. This guy still can't change his gangster character who likes to bully people. 
 
Seeing that the atmosphere was wrong, Zhao Lei immediately said, "Zhang Haofei just likes to joke 
around, don't take it seriously, haha." 
 
Hearing Zhao Lei say this, Li Tao and Wenwei's expressions softened a little, and the originally tense 
atmosphere eased a little. 
 
Li Tao looked at Wang Xuan politely and said, "Brother Wang, did you just come from inside?" Although 
what he said was nonsense, the title has changed. 
 
Wang Xuan nodded with a smile: "Yes, it's quite dangerous there. If you want to go in, you have to be 
careful." 
 
Xu Haimeng said, "Thank you Brother Wang for your concern, we know." 
 
The two sides suddenly became friendly, and they talked to each other for a few words. Wang Xuan took 
someone to leave, and Zhang Haofei also unexpectedly closed his mouth and didn't say a word. 
 
Watching Wang Xuan and Zhang Haofei walk out of the Southern District, Li Tao, Wenwei, Xu Haimeng, 
and Zhang Zhiping were all standing and watching them leave. 
 



"Brother Tao, we don't need to be afraid of them. Although they seem to be better equipped than us, 
we don't scare them if they do it with real swords." Among them, the man who had just confronted 
Zhang Haofei was indignant. 
 
Li Tao shook his head and said, "They came earlier than us. Although we have worked hard these days, 
they have not fallen behind. We can't take advantage of it if we really do it, and it is mainly 
unnecessary." 
 
Xu Haimeng said: "Wang Xuan looks pretty good. Anyway, he doesn't have much air and doesn't talk 
much. It's mainly Zhang Haofei, who is really annoying." 
 
Wen Wei replied, "Yes, Zhang Haofei, this brat called a green onion in his nose, pretending to be an 
elephant. At that time, he really wanted to punch him in the face." 
 
Li Tao smiled lightly and said: "Actually speaking, we are not strong enough. If the equipment we are 
wearing with them is reversed today, I think they would dare to be so arrogant and arrogant?" 
 
Xu Haimeng hummed: "So this is also a kind of spur, it seems that we will work harder next." 
 
Wen Wei said bitterly: "When we have enough strength, I must make this kid Zhang Haofei look good." 
 
They were talking in a low voice here, and they hated Zhang Haofei in their hearts, but at this moment, 
Zhang Haofei followed Wang Xuan and the others with a smug look on his face. 
 
"Zhang Haofei, why are you still like a thorn, you almost had a conflict with someone just now." 
 
As soon as he left the Southern District, Zhao Lei was very dissatisfied with his accusations. 
 
Zhang Haofei snorted: "Zhao Lei, you have short hair and short knowledge, what do you know? I've 
played this trick well before, and if we want to make these people obedient, we have to sing a red face. 
One sings a white face, didn't you hear that Li Tao and the others called Wang Xuan a brother Wang 
later?" 
 
Wang Xuan glanced at him and said, "Is it all because of your blush?" 
 
Zhang Haofei smiled and said: "It's not all my credit, the main thing is of course that they are still afraid 
of us, but if they should beat them, they should beat them, otherwise the tails of this group of boys will 
be lifted to the sky. Take it into consideration." 
 
Gu Manyao said, "What kind of beating, I think they must hate you to death." 
 
Zhang Haofei shrugged his shoulders and said, "Whatever they hate, as long as we can always maintain 
our advantage, they have to be a dragon or a tiger, and they have to lie down." 
 
Li Haotian said with a smile: "Zhang Haofei, don't say it so nicely, I think you just like to bully people, and 
you can't help it." 
 



Wang Xuan's face sank slightly, and said, "Zhang Haofei, I won't talk about you today, but next time 
something like this happens, I hope you don't cause trouble again, now there are more and more people 
here, and the staff are also It will become more and more complicated. If you keep talking like this, you 
are not sure that you will provoke someone you shouldn't provoke one day. Not only will you lose your 
life, but you will also implicate us all." 
 
When Wang Xuan said this, everyone was shocked, and Zhao Lei immediately said: "Yes, Zhang Haofei, 
since the four people from Ma Dongcheng can come down from above, who can guarantee that there 
will be no other people coming down from above? We can't. It must be the most powerful, you really 
have to restrain yourself." 
 
Zhang Haofei sneered and said, "I'm not that stupid. I can't tell who can't be messed with, and who can 
mess with it? You can tell by looking at the equipment you're wearing." 
 
Wang Xuan shook his head, feeling that Zhang Haofei's mind was really simple, and said, "Everything is 
possible, who can guarantee that no one will pretend to be a pig and eat a tiger? In case there is a 
powerful person who likes to wear ordinary inferior equipment to pretend to be a newcomer? ?" 
 
These words made Zhang Haofei speak in a dumb voice. After thinking about it, he said, "Isn't there 
really such a boring person?" 
 
Wang Xuan said: "Can you guarantee not?" 
 
Zhang Haofei said: "It doesn't seem to be guaranteed, don't tell me, I just thought about it carefully, if I 
become very powerful, I will put on ordinary equipment and come here to play a newcomer, play a pig 
and eat a tiger, and then flirt with a girl or something. ...seems to be fun too." 
 
Although Zhang Haofei was joking, the other people listened, but their hearts were slightly awe-
inspiring. Who can guarantee that this kind of thing will never happen? 
 
Since the people above can come down, and what kind of world is above, and who are there, all are 
unknown. 
 
"It seems that we should also be promoted to the sub-body earlier, and then go to the top to see what's 
going on." Zhao Lei raised his head when he said that, with a little eagerness in his eyes. 
 
Everyone went back to the hall and saw that there were people coming and going in the hall. Basically, 
they were all small groups, and the number of people obviously increased again. 
 
The appearance of Wang Xuan's eight people attracted the attention of many people, especially the 
complete set of second-order sophisticated equipment on Wang Xuan's body, which was very eye-
catching. 
 
Wang Xuan saw many people looking at him, including some girls with excited and curious eyes, thinking 
that he was lucky to put away the mechanical dog, otherwise he would be more public. 
 
"Let's go, let's go back to rest first." 
 



Led by Wang Xuan, everyone returned to the rest area. 
 
There was also a team of six people in the corridor of the rest area. They were using crystal scales to 
open three rooms, and then went in to rest. They turned their heads and saw Wang Xuan and his group, 
and couldn't help but glance at Wang Xuan curiously. 
 
Wang Xuan walked in along the corridor. According to the display on the doors on both sides, the rooms 
close to the exit were all occupied and they could not use them. 
 
Walking in this way, Wang Xuan secretly counted, a total of nineteen rooms were occupied by people. 
 
"It seems that the occupancy rate is getting higher and higher. There are 19 rooms, and there are 19 
people living in one room. If there are two people, it will be 38 people." 
 
Zhao Lei also counted the rooms and secretly said, "There are really more and more people here. Will 
the rooms at the back be full and there will be nowhere to live?" 
 
Wang Xuan stretched out his hand and pointed to the front corridor, saying, "We haven't gone to the 
end. Who knows how many rooms there are?" 
 
While talking, he took out eight crystal scales, one for each person. Now that he has a lot of money, he 
no longer has to squeeze a few people into one room. 
 
Zhang Haofei got the crystal scales and said with a smile: "This time I can finally sleep in a bed by myself, 
I have to get a good night's sleep. You said that if this place continues to develop like this, there will be 
more and more people in the future, and will some people come to visit? Put a small card in the door of 
this room?" 
 
"Small card?" Gu Manyao was stunned and didn't understand for a while: "What small card?" 
 
When Zhao Lei heard Zhang Haofei mention the small card, he couldn't help laughing, and said, "I think 
so, after all, if some women want to survive, they don't want to go out and hunt monsters. This is also a 
way to harvest crystals. The source of the scales." 
 
Wang Xuandao: "If such a situation really occurs, it is probably still far away, at least not for now, unless 
there are more and more people here, and after a long time, a society will be formed here, and then 
anything can happen. ." 
 
As he spoke, he put the crystal scales into the card slot of an unoccupied room. With a "ding" sound, the 
lock of the door was unlocked, and he opened the door and walked in. 
 
Because Bai Yan and Yu Shanshan lacked memory, especially Yu Shanshan had almost no memory of this 
place, Zhao Lei and Gu Manyao enthusiastically taught them how to use it and were familiar with the 
environment here. 
 
Wang Xuan entered the room, locked the door, took off his armor, and took a good bath. Before going 
to bed, he took out the intermediate nutrient solution he had harvested before and drank a bottle. 
 



He harvested 12 bottles of intermediate nutrient solution from the bodies of Ma Dongcheng and Lu Ge. 
One bottle of this intermediate nutrient solution is a crystal scale, which is a luxury for everyone today. 
 
One bottle of this intermediate nutrient solution can last for three days. After Wang Xuan drank it, he 
sat on the bed and narrowed his eyes slightly. This intermediate nutrient solution really reacted much 
more violently than the primary nutrient solution. 
 
Now, he hardly had much reaction to drinking a bottle of primary nutrient solution, but after drinking 
this intermediate nutrient solution, it immediately turned into a warm current, moisturizing the whole 
body, and the hunger and thirst from the depths of the body disappeared immediately. 
 
"According to the information, if you drink this intermediate nutrient solution for a long time, you can 
gradually improve your physique and make your body stronger. Now there is no shortage of crystal 
scales, so I will drink this intermediate nutrient solution in the future." 
 
Sitting on the bed, he let his body digest it, opened his left pocket, and took out two mechanical beast 
hearts. 
 
One of them is Xiaojiao, the mechanical dog that he had dripped blood to activate, and the other is from 
Nama Dongcheng. The heart of this mechanical beast is relatively slender. He used to be in the 
playground and in front of everyone. He didn't do much research. Now There is only one person left. He 
cut his fingers and dripped blood on the heart of this slender mechanical beast. He wanted to activate it, 
and then put on the powertrain of Xiaojiao to see what kind of mechanical beast it was. 
 
Watching his blood seep in, the heart of the mechanical beast began to change, and soon split from it, 
revealing a crystal face with six slots inside. He sensed the heart of the mechanical beast, but could not 
sense any information. . 
 
"Strange, what's going on?" Wang Xuan frowned slightly, opened the little girl's heart of the mechanical 
beast, took down the initial powertrain in the center, and placed it on the crystal surface of the 
relatively slender heart of the mechanical beast on the list. 
 
Putting this initial powertrain in, the heart of the mechanical beast made a slight noise, and there were a 
lot of tiny gears rotating on the surface, but he still couldn't establish the slightest connection with the 
mechanical beast. 
 
Thinking about it, Wang Xuan understood a little. 
 
"It seems that a person can only establish a connection with a mechanical beast. Although I used blood 
to stimulate the heart of this mechanical beast, because I already have a mechanical beast, I can't sense 
contact with it." 
 
Wang Xuan thought about it and thought of two reasons. One was that the heart of this mechanical 
beast was malfunctioning, and the other possibility was that one person could only have one mechanical 
beast and could not establish contact with more mechanical beasts. 
 
"It should be the second reason." Wang Xuan took off the initial powertrain, installed it on Xiaojiao's 
mechanical beast's heart and face list, and summoned Xiaojiao. 



 
"Little girl, I'm going to rest. Remember to keep an eye on the door. If there is any emergency or danger, 
remember to wake me up." 
 
Although Wang Xuan knew that it should be safe to rest in this room, but now there are more and more 
people, and the hatching beasts they have are all kinds of strange. Just in case, he released a little girl to 
protect himself. 
 
The little girl nodded, indicating that she understood, and then she slumped behind the door. 
 
It is just a mechanical beast, unlike living creatures that know fatigue, as long as the initial powertrain is 
there, it can run tirelessly. 
 
Wang Xuan put away the heart of another mechanical beast and began to rest. 
 
When I woke up, I was refreshed, my body was full of essence, and I wanted to overflow. 
 
Wang Xuan closed his eyes and felt the changes in his body. As the beast grew to the fourth stage, his 
spirit and energy more than doubled. It is conceivable that the more he grows to the back, the greater 
the change, but It is unimaginable to think about the energy needed to grow. 
 
"Adult, as the name suggests, it should mean adult body. If I only understand it literally, my beast has 
evolved to adulthood, then will it continue to grow in the future? If it grows again, what kind of form will 
it be..." 
 
Wang Xuan was looking forward to it. Of course, he was looking forward to entering a higher floor to see 
what happened. 
 
Putting away the little girl, he walked out of the room, and everyone rested one after another. After the 
eight people met, they went to the armor area. 
 
Now, in addition to Wang Xuan who has a full set of second-order armor, Zhang Haofei has the most 
second-order armor, reaching four, and then Gu Manyao, Zhao Lei, Tie Jun, and Li Haotian, all have 
three, Yu Shanshan is the least, only one piece. 
 
If everyone is equipped with second-order armor, it will cost more than 500 crystal scales. After a few 
people's discussion, considering that with their current strength, it is not difficult for everyone to grow 
to a sub-body, and there is hope to enter a higher floor at any time. No one knows what is going on on 
the higher floors, whether crystal scales are needed more, and the best way is to save the crystal scales 
as much as possible. 
 
After a few discussions, they took out ninety crystal scales and bought three second-order armors, one 
for Bai Yan and two for Yu Shanshan, so that the two of them also had three second-order armors, 
similar to everyone else. 
 
After spending 90 crystal scales, Wang Xuan still has 611 crystal scales in his pocket. 
 



There are also many people watching here in the armor area. When they noticed Wang Xuanba, they 
couldn't help but look at them secretly. Seeing that they bought three second-order armors, they all 
showed envious expressions. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at their eyes, thinking that in their eyes, he was probably a local tyrant. 
 
After buying the armor, everyone walked to the hall. There were groups of three or five in the hall. Most 
of the people were hurriedly passing by, each busy with their own affairs, and three other groups 
gathered together to discuss something with each other. 
 
Wang Xuan's ears were sharp, and he vaguely heard about gangs and organizations. Seeing that the 
leaders at the head had several second-order equipment on them, their strength should not be weak. 
 
Listening carefully, these people are discussing the formation of their three teams to form a gang 
organization, the nature of which is somewhat similar to their previous alliance. 
 
"It seems that it's not just Cheng Aiguo who has this idea. These people are starting to form gangs 
now?" 
 
Wang Xuan frowned slightly. In his opinion, this phenomenon is not good. 
 
If the people here really form different gangs one after another, the more the number and the greater 
the power, the greater the possibility of conflicts and contradictions. 
 
But now, at least on the surface, everyone is busy with their own affairs, and they are peaceful with 
each other, and there are no major conflicts. 
 
These three groups of people gathered together and quickly noticed Wang Xuanba, they all closed their 
mouths immediately and looked towards them. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at these people. Some of them were familiar. Maybe they had seen them before, but 
they had never really come into contact with them. Among them, there were three people who were 
the most eye-catching. They were the best equipped. The three were two men and one woman, and one 
of them had a face. There are scars on it, from the left eyebrow down, across the bridge of the nose to 
the right cheek, making his face look a bit fierce, with a faint sullen aura. 
 
After owning the hatching beast, no matter how serious the injury is, as long as it doesn't die on the 
spot, it will slowly recover, and not even a trace of scar will be left. 
 
There is such a terrible scar on this man's face. There is only one possibility. Before he obtained the 
hatching beast, or even before he was trapped in this Longmao Square, he already had this scar. 
 
The scarred man paid close attention to Wang Xuan, looked at him silently, and lowered his eyelids. 
 
Wang Xuan also paid more attention to the scars on the scarred man's face, and then followed 
everyone, leaving the hall and entering the corridor. 
 



"Just now those people seem to want to join forces to form some kind of gang organization. It's really 
fast. It's only been a few days." Zhao Lei also vaguely heard the content of their conversation and 
couldn't help feeling emotional. 
 
Wang Xuan smiled slightly and said, "We can form an alliance, and it's normal for people to want to 
organize together." 
 
Zhao Lei said: "I just sighed with emotion. I always feel that this place is changing every day. It's hard to 
imagine that when we first came in, it was empty and hardly anyone could be seen." 
 
Gu Manyao said: "We don't need to put our energy here, we strive to be promoted to the Asian body 
today, and then go upstairs to have a look together." 
 
Zhang Haofei was refreshed and said, "Yes, how are you? Anyway, I'm almost there. As long as I kill a 
few more goblin monsters, I'll definitely be able to break through." 
 
While chatting, everyone walked along the curved corridor, and soon stopped in front of the southern 
gate. 
 
Wang Xuan opened the door to the southern district and saw a large number of monsters and people. 
 
These people are divided into four teams, each team has a small number of five people and a large 
number of nine people, each occupying a position, one is in the waiting area, one is next to the ticket 
counter, one is behind a row of massage chairs, and one is Not far from the entrance to this southern 
district. 
 
Around them, there were groups of goblin warriors and musket goblins, and these four teams fought 
with more than a hundred goblins. 
 
Seeing the scene in front of them, Wang Xuan and the others were slightly stunned. 
 
"There are so many people? There are four teams in this small movie theater?" Zhao Lei was speechless. 
 
Zhang Haofei didn't care, he stretched out his right hand, a skeleton hand appeared on the outside of his 
right arm, and he jumped up and killed the goblin warrior closest to him. 
 
As long as he kills a few goblin warriors, he is confident that he can break through. Who cares whether 
these teams occupy an area and hunt monsters. 
 
Zhang Haofei shot, Gu Manyao, Tie Jun, Li Haotian, Bai Yan and others followed suit. 
 
"Everyone, come first, come first, we have already occupied this place. If you want to kill monsters, 
please change the place!" There was a six-person team at the entrance. Suddenly, Wang Xuan and 
others appeared at the door, and Zhang Haofei rushed up. As soon as he attacked the monster, the first 
man with a long knife in both hands immediately shouted loudly. 
 
"First come, first come? Is there still this rule?" Zhang Haofei smiled, the skeleton hand spun at high 
speed, and activated the powerful "Whirlwind Bone Claw", instantly killing a goblin warrior. 



 
Wang Xuan followed and walked in, but didn't make a move. With his current state, killing the goblin 
was basically useless. He noticed that although the man who spoke had a long knife in his hand, he 
didn't attack the goblin very often. He has also reached the realm of sub-body, and the effect of killing 
these goblins is not obvious. He mainly leaves it to his five companions to hunt. 
 
Now seeing Zhang Haofei and a few people rushing out suddenly, UU reading www.uukanshu.com 
caused the chaos here, he was very angry, but when he saw the second-order equipment that Wang 
Xuan and the others were wearing, he was apprehensive, and now he reluctantly restrained his heart 's 
anger. 
 
"Zhang Haofei, let's go inside, there's no need to fight with others here!" 
 
Wang Xuan walked towards the inside while talking. He didn't like robbing monsters himself. Anyway, 
there are movie viewing channels, various movie halls, and the playground that covers an extremely 
large area. There is no need to interact here. These guys scramble for these goblin monsters. 
 
Zhang Hao Feitian was not afraid, but he didn't dare to disobey Wang Xuan's words. 
 
Although they did not deliberately disturb the four teams to hunt monsters, there were still many goblin 
warriors and musket goblins attracted by them, and they rushed towards them, trying to prevent them 
from entering the viewing channel. 
 
The monster took the initiative to charge up to attack, and they had to fight back. Holding the Yaochi 
knife, Gu Manyao launched the most powerful "Monster Chi Slash", and immediately killed a goblin 
warrior who rushed up. 
 
As they approached the viewing channel, they shot, and each launched the strongest attack, and soon 
seven or eight goblin monsters were killed by them. 
 
The four teams each occupied one side, and many people looked up and looked here, with faint anger 
on their faces. 
 
Because of the appearance of Wang Xuan and others, these monsters were in chaos. Especially, a large 
number of goblins abandoned them and surrounded Wang Xuan, which made them even more 
unhappy. 
 
Chapter 105 
When they first saw that the second-order equipment worn by Wang Xuan and others was so gorgeous, 
most of them dared to be angry and did not dare to say anything. As everyone took action, they 
suddenly discovered that this group of people was nothing but the strength of the beginning. 
 
In their opinion, among the eight people, only Wang Xuan didn't make a move, and it should be the sub-
body, and the remaining seven people were all the first Kai. 
 
There is a nine-person team in the waiting area leading to the viewing channel, which is the most 
powerful of the four teams in the movie. 
 



The three leading members of this team have all grown to sub-types. They are basically not doing 
anything now. They are standing between the teams mainly to support and take care of other 
teammates. The remaining six people are just starting. Are desperately hunting goblins to get white 
scales. 
 
Seeing clearly the strength of Wang Xuan's team, the three leaders looked at each other with strange 
eyes, and one of the men made no secret of his greed. 
 
Wang Xuan's equipment really surprised them. At first, they didn't have any special ideas, but showed a 
hint of envy. However, after confirming the strength of Wang Xuan's eight people, seven of the eight 
people were actually starting, only those who didn't do it. After Wang Xuan was supposed to be a sub-
body, the mentality of the three of them changed slightly. 
 
As for the fourth-order form above the sub-body, they never thought about it. They just broke through 
the sub-body soon. His teammates have only just started, how could he surpass the sub-body, its limit is 
nothing more than a sub-body. 
 
And they are three subtypes, and they can easily crush this team. 
 
Wang Wangxuan didn't pay much attention to this nine-person team. Although he said that there were 
three subtypes in the team, in his eyes, it was nothing more than that, and it was not worthy of too 
much attention. 
 
They went all the way in, and soon passed through the waiting area and entered the viewing channel. 
 
The goblin monsters in the viewing channel became rare, Zhang Haofei said excitedly: "It's fast, I'm really 
fast, this feeling should be able to break through soon." 
 
Watching Wang Xuan and the eight people enter the viewing channel and disappear, the nine-member 
team, the young man with an undisguised greed look, said in a low voice, "Yu Kai, Ren Zhongyuan, what 
do you think, do you dare? start?" 
 
The man who was called Yu Kai was a man in his thirties, with a hint of hesitation on his face: "Although 
the seven are all beginners, I'm afraid that guy who didn't take action is not easy? Is it necessary?" 
 
Another Ren Chongyuan's voice was a little low, and he said softly: "The one who didn't take action 
should be the same sub-body as us. If you have this idea, you must act immediately, otherwise there will 
be no hope when there are several sub-body among them. already." 
 
Yu Kai said: "Zheng Lei, you decide, I'm a little hesitant, I always feel a little uneasy." 
 
Zheng Lei snorted and said softly: "What's the hesitation? That guy has a good set of equipment. If we 
can kill them, we will receive all their supplies, and our strength can be improved to a new level. You 
Forgot what happened yesterday? We were also suddenly attacked by those guys who wanted to rob us, 
but fortunately we were killed. Since others can do such a thing, why can't we do it?" 
 
Yu Kai shook his head and said, "Yesterday, others took the initiative. We were just fighting back in self-
defense. Today we attacked them. That's a bit unreasonable. I always feel bad..." 



 
Zheng Lei became impatient and said, "Yu Kai, if you don't want to stay, you have a long way to go. Let's 
go." 
 
Ren Chongyuan nodded silently, and two terrifying lights appeared in his eyes. 
 
"Li Zhi, Kong Xuan, you all follow me, catch up with the eight people just now, and then..." 
 
Zheng Lei made a gesture of slitting his throat, and walked two steps toward the viewing channel while 
speaking. The six people were all shocked, three of them nodded immediately, and the other three 
hesitated. 
 
Zheng Lei was a little irritable and said, "Follow us if you want to come, and stay here if you don't want 
to." 
 
As he spoke, he and Ren Chongyuan ran towards the front viewing channel together. 
 
The three Li Zhi and Kong Xuan immediately followed. Among the remaining three hesitant people, one 
of them glanced at Yu Kai, then looked at the five Zheng Lei and Ren Chongyuan who were running 
forward, and followed after gritted their teeth. go up. 
 
Watching the six people leave quickly, only Yu Kai and the other two were left here. 
 
"Brother Kai, we have been following you all the time, do you think we want to be together?" The two 
obviously had a better relationship with Yu Kai, and both looked at him. 
 
Yu Kai's face was very complicated. He sighed and said, "I don't know what you guys think. Anyway... I 
couldn't understand it yesterday, but if I took the initiative to kill, I couldn't do it." 
 
"Why did Zheng Lei and the others suddenly want to take action against those eight people?" The two of 
them were fighting the goblin warriors with all their might just now, but they really didn't pay much 
attention to Wang Xuan and the eight people. 
 
Yu Kai said, "Every man is innocent, but he is guilty." 
 
He understands that Zheng Lei and Ren Chongyuan will want to take action against these eight people, 
all because of the equipment on Wang Xuan's body. Wang Xuan is a complete set of second-order 
excellent people, and the other seven people are not bad. . 
 
If these eight people are strong enough, Zheng Lei and the others naturally don't have this idea, but 
seven of these eight people are just starting out, and only one sub-type, which attracts Zheng Lei and 
Ren Zhongyuan and the others to want to kill people and capture treasures. 
 
"I'm afraid that after Zheng Lei and the others succeed, I'm afraid...I don't know if they will treat us..." 
Another man had a hesitant look on his face, and he was faintly afraid. 
 



Yu Kai said in a deep voice, "It doesn't matter, I'll help you two break through to the sub-body first. As 
long as you both reach the sub-body, you don't have to be afraid. The big deal is parting ways. We'll just 
find another team." 
 
"Okay." The two nodded yes, and immediately rushed towards the goblin warrior on the other side. 
 
Zheng Lei and Ren Chongyuan took the lead, followed by the four. 
 
"You remember, the four of you tried to entangle seven of them. Of course, you are definitely not their 
opponents, so your main task is not to fight them, but to find a way to hold them back. Ren Zhongyuan 
and I will do our best to fight for it in an instant. Kill the man in the green scale armour, and as long as 
that guy is dead, the remaining seven primaries are nothing to fear." 
 
As Zheng Lei ran towards the viewing channel, he whispered to the four people behind him. 
 
Ren Zhongyuan said in a low voice, "I didn't expect that Yu Kai didn't come along. It's chilling for us to 
live and die together for so long." 
 
A sneer appeared on Zheng Lei's face, and he said, "In this disordered world, what kind of hypocrisy is he 
pretending to be? Bah, the way is different, and there is no conspiracy. After we succeed, we will go 
back and find him." 
 
Ren Zhongyuan turned his face away, and saw a faint flash of murderous intent in Zheng Lei's eyes. He 
knew in his heart that he also had murderous intentions towards Yu Kai, which made his heart feel 
slightly cold, but he thought that Zheng Lei was right. In this cruel world, you have to be cruel to survive. 
 
Small Book Pavilion 
 
He thought of yesterday's terrible scene again. Those people came up to chat with them with smiles on 
their faces, but suddenly they shot at them. If Zheng Lei hadn't been cautious, he would have been killed 
first. They have gained a lot, and they have also strengthened the belief that they have a long way to go, 
that is, if you want to live well here, you have to be ruthless. 
 
Wang Xuan and the others were walking down the movie viewing passage in a leisurely manner, and 
soon reached the No. 1 movie theater at the end. 
 
They saw goblin warriors wandering in the movie hall from a distance. As more and more people 
entered the southern district, the number of goblins in the southern district also increased. 
 
Suddenly, a voice came from far behind. 
 
"Everyone, please wait for us!" 
 
Following this sound, Wang Xuan and the others stopped and turned their heads, and saw six people 
running towards them. 
 
"Anything with us?" Zhao Lei was a little surprised. 
 



"Yes!" Zheng Lei, the leader, smiled and said politely to everyone: "My name is Zheng Lei, this is Ren 
Daoyuan, this is Li Zhi, Kong Xuan..." 
 
He enthusiastically said the names of his six people first. 
 
Zhao Lei looked at the six people in front of him, but he couldn't think of their purpose for a while. Wang 
Xuan looked at the six people and remembered that they seemed to be the six people in the team of 
nine people who were hunting goblin monsters in the waiting area just now, but how could they chase 
after them? Come up, what about the other three? 
 
"Are you okay?" Although Wang Xuan couldn't guess the purpose of the six people, he never thought 
that the six people in front of him were so daring that they wanted to attack the eight of them. 
 
After all, with his current equipment, wherever he goes, he makes people look at him, even in awe. Even 
if he doesn't make friends with them, he will definitely stay away. Who would dare to break ground on 
Tai Sui's head. 
 
No matter how smart he was, he never thought that these people saw Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei 
attacking them, and recognized that the seven people were all the first ones, and regarded themselves 
as a sub-body. 
 
However, after assimilating with the beast, he had the special sense of the beast. At this moment, he 
sensed that although the six people in front of him all had smiles on their faces, there was always an 
uncomfortable feeling. 
 
Even if he didn't feel this way, he still had a bit of vigilance in his heart, not to mention a few strangers, 
even if he was facing Cheng Aiguo or even Zhang Haofei, Li Haotian~www.mtlnovel.com~ Wang Xuan 
was vigilant in his heart. became his habit. 
 
Zheng Lei said politely: "That's right, we want to join you." 
 
"Join us?" Zhao Lei was stunned. 
 
There was a smile on Ren Zhongyuan's face, thinking of the few people they met yesterday, who also 
used the same excuse to say that they wanted to join them, but suddenly attacked. They originally had a 
team of eleven people, and two of them were attacking here. was killed in. 
 
He didn't expect Zheng Lei to use the same excuse to approach the eight people in front of him. Hearing 
this excuse, he suddenly wanted to laugh. It was a bit like reincarnation. 
 
"Yes." Zheng Lei took a step forward with a sincere face and said: "Now more and more people come in 
here, and everyone is competing more and more fiercely with each other. We want to join you so that 
our two teams can be merged together. , our strength will be much stronger, and everyone will take 
care of each other.” 
 
Zhao Lei couldn't help but rubbed his nose, glanced at Wang Xuan, and said, "Wang Xuan agrees to this. 
I think it's good for you to have a team? Isn't this team better?" 
 



He didn't know what Wang Xuan meant either, so he looked at Wang Xuan as he spoke, wanting to see 
what he meant. 
 
Zheng Lei seemed to know that Wang Xuan was the leader of these people and needed him to make up 
his mind, so he hurried up to meet Wang Xuan and said politely, "Brother Wang, we are sincere, I hope 
you will consider... …” 


